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Free Essay: In this paper I will discuss how a team/group can become a high- performance and culture diversity and the
impact on the team/group behavior.

The manager is the team leader and should guide the team in the right direction. There are many types of
strategies that the organization can use to support or motivate the teams in the organization. A sense of mutual
trust develops only to the extent that everyone is willing to self-disclose and be honest yet respectful. It is
better to belong to a group or team when an organization needs to organize a major event. A work group exists
simply for the members of the group to share information and help each other perform their own individual
responsibilities. Sebastian Knoll, Cross-Business Synergies, page 14 The phenomenon of Synergy within a
Group or Team has become one of the most vital parts for an organization. First of all ,Google company. A lot
goes into the formation and leadership of a work team so they will have a beneficial outcome. High
performance teams generate commitment and provide the structures that inspire employees to give their very
best effort. Virtual teams comprise of individual groups comprising of all the teams or combination of teams
consisting of people with unifying relationship capable of mutually understanding one another. Its related with
relationship conflict and also associated with poor decision making. The first assessment I did was the team
effectiveness assessment. With these roles , every team should have something called teamwork skills to be
able to communicate clearly on intellectual and emotional levels. All these roles are based on the personalities
of teamwork members. They trust on teamwork which is working without watching all times and all members
respect each other , plus on that they have a space to be a creative and say their opinion. As a beginning , we
should know the definition of teamwork and the differences between teamwork and group work. Labor unions
also and employee resistance to these groups is another challenge or limitation facing members of the team
and the group. Effective communicators must able to; explain their own ideas and express their feelings in an
open but non-threatening way. Proper structure, education, and change are always needed for a business to
succeed. Also , we will displayed the key roles of the team and teamwork skills. Nippard B. Sometimes an
organization can go down before it even begins. The ultimate goal for these teams are to produce more than
what the individuals could do separately. Your family, church congregation, faculty at a university, and sports
teams whether professional or not are all examples of groups. Compared to employees working alone, teams
make better decisions, products, and services. Organizational behavior, organizational culture, diversity,
communication, business ethics, and change management are all factors within an organization That means
teamwork has some benefits for the organization. Wikipedia, All teams, whether social, academic, or
professional go through these five phases during team development more permanent teams may not
immediately face the adjourning phase either consciously or subco Groupthink is one of the main reasons for
faulty decisions by expertise of organization. Teams are used as means of growing effectiveness and
efficiency in many organizations. Secondly , duties can be shared and get done quicker. When the organization
use an effective team, it will produce better result. How build an effective team is the aim of the new studies ,
they found some characteristics of productive and effective teams. Demographic characteristics and cultural
diversity can impact the behavior of groups or teams in positive and some negative ways. This essay will
examine the teams' cultural diversity and demographic characteristics in impacting the goal or outcome Finally
,reflecting on the activities and interactions of their group and encourage other group members to do so as
well. A team comprises of two or more people who come together to achieve certain common goals and
objectives of which they will be accountable. To minimize all these challenges in decision making, team
leaders should involve all team members and ensure manageable members are maintained where norms, team
structure should support critical and group thinking. Groups are highly venerable to groupthink when the
members of the group is already cohesive, when is group ignores outside opinions and there are no clear rules
for decision making. It can also use it to improve its image and reputation with the public as an organization
with staff who work as one team Festinger,  Related posts:. Moreover, it is also inclusive of the information
about the peer learning group and large learning group of the leadership and organization dynamics. To make
utilize of synergy in groups managers need to make sure that, the group they put together comprise a variety of
skills and talents which are diverse and corresponding but still relevant to the task, and being certain that these
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skills are coordinated efficiently. Effective leaders are able to assemble a high-performance team with good
hierarchical balance, measurable and attainable goals, and appropriate communication expectations across the
team.


